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Introduction
A major challenge in the blown-powder feed-

ing fabrication techniques (e.g., powder-fed addi-
tive manufacturing [1]) is to deliver the powder to 
precise spatial point to satisfy geometric precision. 
However, current powder feeding methods gener-

Abstract
This paper presents theory, modeling, and analysis of a novel electrodynamic concentration 
approach for submillimeter-sized conductive metal particles focusing in moving gas-powder 
stream. Such method is of particular interest in blown-powder feeding fabrication industry 
(e.g., powder-fed additive manufacturing) to generate a tightly focused powder stream. 
Conceptual design of a concentration generator is proposed with two different configurations: 
The doublet Halbach permanent magnet quadrupoles (doublet-Halbach-PMQs) and the 
doublet electromagnet quadrupoles (doublet-EMQs). Analytical models for magnetic forces 
and concentration angles were built. Numerical calculations were conducted for pure 
aluminum particles with a radius of 50 500pR mµ< ≤ . It was found that the magnetic force and 
the concentration angle increase with an increase of the particle size. The numerical results 
indicate that the proposed concentration generator with doublet-Halbach-PMQs configuration 
cannot be effectively used for small-size particle concentration. By contrast, the concentration 
generator with doublet-EMQs configuration under high frequency is capable to concentrate 
particles with a radius of 150pR mµ> . The particles with a radius of  = 300pR mµ  can be 
concentrated with more than 15° angle at the frequency of 600kHz . Therefore, the proposed 
doublet-EMQs configuration has a great potential to generate a narrowed and finely focused 
powder stream in the blown-powder feeding fabrication process.
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ally lead to a wide and divergent powder stream, 
resulting in low powder catchment as well as un-
desirable geometric accuracy. As shown in Figure 
1a and Figure 1b of a lateral blown-powder feeding 
process, where the powder stream spreads much 
wider than the laser beam, and the particles that 
do not impinge onto the laser beam area might not 
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be effectively deposited by a solid-solid surface im-
pact ricochet [2]. Therefore, it is highly desirable 
to narrow down the diverging powder stream for 
improving fabrication precision and powder catch-
ment as shown in Figure 1c.

Currently, highly active techniques for small-
size particle concentration or separation in gas 
medium might be categorized as aerodynamics 
concentration [3], acoustic concentration [4] or 
separation [5] and eddy current separation (ECS) 
[6]. One of these promising techniques, the ECS, 
has been successfully used for non-ferrous metallic 
particle deflection with a high response efficiency. 
Basically, ECS utilizes the induced circulating 
currents in conducting particles to react back on 
external applied magnetic field by a magnetic force 
[7,8]. The generated magnetic force has a specific 
direction that deflects the particles towards to the 
magnetic field strength decreasing direction. In 
addition, the generated magnetic force has been 
shown to be capable of deflecting the particles with 
size ranging from submillimeter [9] to millimeter 
[10]. Therefore, with a proper magnetic system 
setup (e.g., high radial magnetic field gradient), the 
induced magnetic force may be utilized for non-
ferrous metallic particle concentration.

A large number of ECS models have been built to 
explore this complex process. In the recent review 
work, Smith, et al. [8] summarized the theoretical 
models for the magnetic force calculation. Based 
on their work, the force models can be roughly 
categorized as numerical and analytical. For the 
numerical models, the Faraday's law was first 
utilized to solve the induced electrical field by 

the external magnetic field B  (all vectors are set 
as bold font in this paper). Ohm's law was then 
used to calculate the generated eddy current J  . 
Thereafter, the magnetic force F  over the particle 
volume pV  can be calculated as ( ) = pdV×∫F J B  by 
Finite Element Method with applying fine domain 
discretization or mesh. For instance, Fengjie, et al. 
[11] built a new numerical model of the magnetic 
force by a joint simulation of COMSOL and MATLAB, 
leading to an efficient calculation for the particle 
deflection distance. By contrast, a closed-form 
analytical solution of the magnetic force can be 
achieved under the linear magnetic field case. The 
force can be approximated by the magnetic dipole 
moment model ( ( ) = ∇ ⋅F M B  [12]), where the 
magnetic moment M  is analytically solved. Ray, et 
al. [13] and Nagel [14] reported that the analytical 
models possess a high accuracy in force calculation 
for systems equipped with the time-variant 
electromagnetic field source or the permanent 
magnet source.

Inspired by the ECS technique and the 
associated magnetic force models, this paper 
investigates an innovative magnetic concentration 
approach to focus non-ferrous metallic particles 
in gas medium. More specifically, the proposed 
magnetic concentration approach is designed 
to concentrate the diverging powder stream by 
directionally deflecting particles in the blown-
powder feeding fabrication process. Conceptual 
designs of the concentration generator were 
proposed with both permanent magnet (PM) and 
electromagnet (EM) sources. Numerical simulations 
were performed to investigate effective magnetic 

Figure 1: Powder stream of a lateral laser powder-fed process a) Powder stream image; b) Schematic of the 
divergent powder stream and laser beam; c) Schematic of the concentrated powder stream and laser beam.
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centration generator was designed with an annulus 
shape. This special arrangement provides a mag-
netic field with high radial gradient that the field 
intensity decreases significantly from the outer cir-
cumferential layer to the inner center region in the 
transverse cross-section.

According to the Faraday's law of induction, 
eddy current can be induced in the conducting 
particles as the particles travel through the 
alternating magnetic field. Subsequently, the 
induced eddy current will react back to the applied 
field by generating a magnetic force that drags the 
particles towards to the field intensity decreasing 
direction. Therefore, the outer-layer particles may 
be driven by the radial magnetic force towards to 
the inner region of the powder stream.

Magnetic force
As the conducting particles travel through 

the varying magnetic field of the concentration 
generator as shown in Figure 3, the induced 
magnetic force can be expressed as [12],

( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] =  =  =   

r z
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Where z , r  and τ  are the coordinates in the 

forces and concentration angles as the particles 
travelling though the proposed concentration 
generator while considering the particle size effect.

Theory
A few ideal conditions should be assumed in 

this research. First, as the particles travel through 
the concentration generator, the powder stream 
will thin out (e.g. larger diameter 2 3mm

) and 
the particles will not be substantially impeded 
by the presence of other particles. Second, the 
particles’ rotation angles tend to be zero during 
the induced magnetic force action time, which can 
be explained by the fact that the response time of 
the eddy current ( 0.05 sµ , calculated based on 
reference [15]) is quite small compared with that 
of the particle rotation period. Third, the effect of 
the gas drag force on the particle’s movement can 
be ignored. The drag force on the moving particles 
were calculated based on the fluid mechanics [16] 
as elaborated in Appendix A. It was found that 
the magnitude of the drag force is insignificant as 
it is roughly 0.2% 2%  to that of the effective 
magnetic force.

Principle of the magnetic concentration ap-
proach

Schematic diagram of the proposed concentra-
tion approach is shown in Figure 2, where the con-

Figure 2: Schematic diagram for the proposed magnetic concentration approach. The magnitude of the field 
intensity in the transverse cross-section were marked with the color bar (the scale bar shows the relative 
values), decreasing from the circumferential region towards to the center region from red color to blue color. 
Inner radius ir  and outer radius or .
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axial-radial-tangential coordinate system. Here 
should be noted that the displacement current 
is assumed as zero in the present research, 
accordingly,  = 0∇× B  in the above Equation 1.

The effective magnetic moment may be derived 
as [17],

3
 = 

8
pVα

πµ
M B            (2)

Where α  is the magnetic polarization coefficient, 
µ  the magnetic permeability and 3 = 4 3p pV Rπ  is 
the particle volume with radius pR .

The coefficient α  is a complex variable and can 
be calculated as [18],
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Where  = p eq R δ  is a coefficient and eδ  is the 
effective skin depth. The induced eddy current has a 

non-uniform distribution in depth direction (known 
as skin effect), the skin depth describes the distance 
from the surface that the current density reduces 
to 1 e  of the surface value. The conventional skin 
depth can be calculated as,

1 = 
f

δ
π µσ

           (4)

Where σ  is the electrical conductivity and f  
is the magnetic field frequency. With refer to the 
small-scale thickness (thickness  = 2 pRξ  ) of the 
particles, the effective skin depth may be expressed 
as [19],

, 5
 = 
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Therefore, the transient magnetic force on the 
particle might be calculated as,
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Figure 3: Force analysis of the moving particle in the longitudinal cross-section when the particle travels through 
the proposed concentration generator. a) Radial velocity of the particle keeps centrifugal direction; b) Radial 
velocity of the particle changes to centripetal direction. Initial velocity 0V  and divergence angle 0ϕ . Final velocity 

1V  and divergence angle 1ϕ . 
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The couple coefficient k  is derived based on the 
phase delay angle ( )1

2 1 = tandθ α α−  of the magnetic 
moment and the external magnetic field.

Concentration angle
According to the force derivation elaborated in 

the above Section 2.1, it is reasonable to assume 
that the particles will be only affected by the gravity 
force ( mg , g  is the gravitational acceleration) and 
the concentration force ( ravgF ) as the particles 
travel through the concentration generator. The 
mass of each particle is calculated as  = p pm Vρ , and 

pρ  is the particle density. Thereafter, the particle 
acceleration time t  of the concentration system 
under length L  can be expressed as,

( )2
0 0 0 0cos cos 2

 = 
V V gL

t
g

ϕ ϕ− + +                 (8)

Where 0V  and 0ϕ  are the initial velocity and 
divergence angle (shown in Figure 3) when 
particles enter the concentration generator, 
respectively. Correspondingly, the final divergence 
angle and velocity when the particles exit the 

Based on the above Equations (3-6), the 
magnetic force component zF  changes direction 
as the particle passing through the magnetic 
field as shown in Figure 3. Consequently, the 
time-averaged vertical force zavgF  will be equal 
to zero. In addition, when the magnetic field 
frequency is relatively low that the skin depth δ  
is comparable with the particle size, the magnetic 
polarization coefficient α  will be nearly imaginary. 
Subsequently, the phase of the induced magnetic 
moment M  will approximately lag the magnetic 
field B  by 2π  and the time-averaged magnetic 
force applied on the particle will be equal to zero. 
Therefore, the time-averaged radial magnetic force 
applied on the particle might be approximated as,
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Where 2 2
1 2 = cos dk θ α α+  is the couple coefficient. 

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the quadrupole-based concentration generator. a) Permanent-magnet-based 
quadrupoles; b) Electro-magnet-based quadrupoles; c) and d) Represent the norm and radial (Br) magnetic field 
intensity in the transverse cross-section quadrupoles, respectively. Composed by neodymium N52 magnets 
with residual magnetic intensity 1.45T ; e) Doublet-quadrupoles arrangement.
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electromagnet-based quadrupoles (EMQs) could 
only achieve 50T m  due to comparably larger 
aperture requirement [21]. Nevertheless, the EM 
source can be easily extended to a high magnetic 
field frequency.

The norm and radial magnetic field intensity for 
these two quadrupole-based configurations were 
shown in Figure 4c and Figure 4d, respectively. 
As seen, the field intensity rB  is not constant 
in the same radial layer. To compensate the 
inconsistent distribution of rB , a doublet-
quadrupoles arrangement is proposed as shown in 
Figure 4e, where the later quadrupole will have a 
magnetization with 45° angle difference compared 
with that of the former one.

Indeed, extremely high gradient fields 
can be achieved for the PMQs with Halbach 
array configuration [22], which may produce 
over 600T m  under a 5mm  bore diameter 
arrangement [23]. To fully explore the Halbach 
array configuration, a Halbach PMQs array 
(consisting 16 sections of PM with magnetization 
oriented at 0°, ± 90°, 180° in transverse plane, 
as shown in Figure 5) were investigated here. As 
presented in Figure 5b, the magnetic field intensity 
of the Halbach PMQs array decreases rapidly in 
the radial direction, leading to a high gradient, 
accordingly, large radial magnetic force can be 
produced by this configuration. Similarly, the non-

concentration generator are represented by 1ϕ  
and 1V  , respectively. According to the momentum 
theorem, simultaneous equations can be derived 
as,

( )
( )

0 1

0 1

sin sin   
cos cos   

 + =  
 + =  

m t
m m t

ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ

0 1 ravg

0 1

V V F
V V g

         (9)

Subsequently, the concentration angle ϕ∆  as 
the particles travel through the magnetic field can 
be solved as,

0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0

, sin
 = 

, sin
 + ≤ ∆  − > 

ravg

ravg

V m F t
V m F t

ϕ ϕ ϕ
ϕ

ϕ ϕ ϕ       (10)

Conceptual Design of the Concentration 
Generator

To achieve the magnetization configuration 
of the designed annulus-shaped concentration 
generator as discussed in Section 2.1, two possible 
quadrupole-based configuration systems are 
sketched out in Figure 4a and Figure 4b, where the 
permanent magnet (PM) and electromagnet (EM) 
are used as the magnetic sources for these two 
systems, respectively. The permanent-magnet-
based quadrupoles (PMQs) can access to high 
gradient field, which can reach up to 200T m  
in a typical 10mm  bore diameter structure [20]. 
However, the induced field frequency is limited 
by the relative motion between the PM source 
and the particle. By contrast, the conventional 

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the proposed magnetic concentration generator with Halbach PM configura-
tion. a) 3D view of the quarter segment and b) Magnetic field intensity norm for the inner region ( 1r r≤ ) of the 
Halbach PMQs array. Composed by neodymium N52 magnets with residual magnetic intensity 1.45T . The blue 
arrows represent the magnetic field direction.
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Table 1: Process parameters.

Concentration system length 
( )L mm

Initial velocity ( )0V m s Initial divergence angle 0ϕ  
(degree)

Doublet-Halbach-PMQs 6 2 10
Doublet-EM-quadrupole 6 2 10

Table 2: Material properties of the pure aluminum particle [24].

Electrical conductivity ( )S m  Density (Kg/m3) Permeability ( )H m

3.5E + 7 2700 1.256665E-6

Figure 6: Simulated magnetic field of the concentration generator with Halbach-PMQs configuration. a) 
Magnetization configuration 3D view with magnetic field intensity norm (T ), the red arrows represent the 
magnetic field direction; b) Magnetic field intensity rB  2D distribution in the transverse cross-section (  = 0z ); 
c) Magnetic field intensity rB  variation along θ = 0° and  = 0z ; d) Magnetic field gradient rB r∂ ∂  variation along 
θ = 0° and z = 0. Inner radius  = 2ir mm , outer radius  = 10or mm .
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effective concentration forces and concentration 
angles. Strong field intensity (0.5T ) and high field 
gradient (50T m ) [21] were assumed in the EM-
quadrupole simulation. The process parameters 
of both doublet-Halbach-PMQs and doublet-EM-
quadrupole configurations are listed in Table 1. 
Spherical aluminum particles were used in the 
numerical calculation and the corresponding material 
properties are listed in Table 2.

Figure 6 shows the simulated magnetic field 
for the concentration generator with Halbach-
PMQs configuration. The field distribution is clearly 
shown in Figure 6a and the induced radial field 
intensity within the inner region ( ir r≤ ) of the 
Halbach PMQs is shown in Figure 6b. As seen, the 
radial magnetic field intensity increases from the 
center layer to the circumferential layer within 
the Halbach PMQs inner region. Figure 6c depicts 
the magnitude of the rB  rises rapidly towards to 
the outer circumferential layer along the radius 
direction, and the magnitude of the corresponding 
gradient is presented in Figure 6d. Based on the 
force derivation elaborated in Section 2.2, it can 
be concluded that the concentration force will be 
much larger for the particles located in the outer 
layer of the powder stream than that located in the 
inner layer, which is desirable since the outer layer 
particles have a larger divergence than that of the 

uniform field intensity along each radius layer for 
the inner region ( ir r≤ ) may be compensated by 
the doublet-quadrupoles arrangement (shown in 
Figure 4e). Meanwhile, the doublet-Halbach PMQs 
array can be extended to an alternately N-S and S-N 
magnetization configuration in the z-axis direction 
by changing the magnetization distribution of 
each Halbach PMQs array. Thereafter, a higher 
field frequency may be generated for the doublet-
Halbach PMQs design.

Results and Discussion
Neodymium N52 magnets with residual magnet-

ic intensity are incorporated into the designed dou-
blet-Halbach-PMQs. As the nozzle diameter of the 
powder feeding process is typically smaller than 
2mm  [1], the Halbach PMQs is built with a com-
pact geometry where the inner radius, outer radius 
and thickness are set as  = 2ir mm ,  = 10or mm  and 

 = 1H mm , respectively. Accordingly, the magnet 
period λ  of the designed doublet-Halbach-PMQs 
may be evaluated by  = 2 Hλ . The equivalent field 
frequency f  can be calculated as 0 = f V λ .

The magnetic field distribution of the proposed 
Halbach-PMQs was simulated by COMSOL 
Multiphysics® software and the averaged field density 
(  = 0.8rB T ) and gradient (  = 700rB r T m∂ ∂ ) over 
the radius zone (1 2r mm≤ ≤ ) were used to evaluate 

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Particle size effect simulation with the dependence of the magnetic field frequency a) Ratio of particle 
diameter to skin depth and b) Phase delay angle. 
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: Simulated a) Force and b) Concentration angle of the concentration generator with doublet-Halbach-
PMQs configuration; c) Force and d) Concentration angle of the concentration generator with doublet-EMQs 
configuration.

phase delay angles, which is clearly shown in Figure 
7b. This phenomenon can also be explained by the 
theory that the induced eddy currents are restricted 
by the lack of space or high resistivity [25]. As seen, 
the delay angles approach to 2π  at the low field 
frequency case and decreases with the increasing of 
the field frequency.

Figure 8 demonstrates the calculated magnetic 
forces and the concentration angles over a 
wide range of particle sizes for the proposed 

inner region particles.

Figure 7a shows that the ratio of particle diameter 
to the skin depth increases with an increase of the 
magnetic field frequency. In addition, the increasing 
rate of the diameter/skin depth ratio declines with 
the shrinking of the particle size. For the small-size 
particles ( 50pR mµ≤ ), the ratio is nearly to one 
even at the high field frequency (e.g., 1MHz ). Based 
on the physical model developed in Section 2.2, low-
er ratios of diameter/skin depth will lead to higher 
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streams in the blown-powder feeding fabrication 
technologies.

(2) The proposed concentration generator 
with doublet-Halbach-PMQs configuration might 
not effectively be used for small-size particle 

)(25 350< <pR mµ  concentration. The maximum 
concentration angle is smaller than even for the 
large-size particles ( 350 500pR mµ< < ).

(3) Particle size has a strong effect on the 
effective magnetic concentration force as well as 
the concentration angle. To achieve an effective 
concentration, the magnetic field frequency should 
be large enough that the induced skin depth is 
much smaller than the particle size.
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Appendix A 
Drag Force Calculation for the Spherical Particles

As the transverse velocity component of the particle is nearly the same with that of the carrier gas in 
the blown-powder feeding process, the gas drag force in the transverse direction will be almost zero. Here 
only the radial drag force component was computed. The parameter data used for drag force calculation 
was listed in Table A-1.

Table A-1: Parameters for the drag force calculation

Particle radius Relative velocity Gas kinematic viscosity Gas density Drag force

25 500 mµ 0.1 0.5m s

1.48 × 10-5 m2/s 31.225 Kg m 0.02 0.2 Nµ

The Reynolds number of the particles is computed as,
2 r p

e

v R
R

υ
=                    (A-1)

Where rv  is the relative velocity of the particle to the gas flow, υ  the kinematic viscosity of gas flow. 
It was noticed that the Reynolds number in this research follow within the range of 0.1 1000eR≤ ≤ . 
Accordingly, the drag coefficient DC  can be calculated as [26],

( )0.724 1 0.14D e
e

C R
R

= +                  (A-2)

Thereafter, the radial drag force component can be calculated as [16],

2 2

2D D r pF C v Rπ ρ=                    (A-3)

With solving the above Equations (A-1, A-2 and A-3), the radial drag force component was found to 
be in the range of 0.02 0.2 Nµ . Compared to the magnetic force that are capable for effective particle 
focusing ( 10 Nµ≥ ) as shown in Figure 8c, the gas drag force on the particle can be ignored due to their 
relatively small magnitude, roughly 0.2% 2%  of the effective magnetic force.
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